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“Quetzalcoatl,” intaglio, 75.5˝ x 33.5˝, 1972, Mauricio Lasansky, courtesy Lasansky Corp
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President’s Letter
Shelley Thorstensen

This is an invigorating and ambitious time in SAGA’s history. We are gathering 
momentum, looking forward to our 100th year anniversary.

In 2012 SAGA had a very successful Members Exhibit at The Old Print Shop, 
NYC, showing 115 members with a record amount of sales. We’re testing our 
chops with an on-demand catalog for that show. It’s proven to be a big job. I’m 
happy to say it’s nearing completion.

SAGA now has a great web presence under sagaprints.org with double our 
Member Portfolios pages this year. In addition, we have an active facebook page 
with more than 500 “likes”—people around the globe following SAGA’s activities.

Our Annual Spring Member’s Meeting, “From Conception to Completion” 
engendered much camaraderie. Held at Westbeth, NYC, members brought 
working proofs and described their particular process.

The Annual Award Dinner at the National Arts Club honored past presidents, Bill 
Behnken and Steve Yamin for untiring devotion and work during their individual 
tenures as presidents and for continuing guidance. 

In March, SAGA took part in the Southern Graphics Council International 
(SGCI) Conference, the largest conference of printmakers in the country. 
There were 1700 conference goers. It was held in New Orleans, where we had 
a publisher’s table showing our Collector Prints. We had great sales, made new 
friends and reconnected with old ones.

In addition to featuring our prints at the publisher’s table, we also gave away 
pencils which were a big hit. What printmaker doesn’t want a high quality 
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